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Abstract: The speedy growth of android applications is creating a great impact on our lives. The aim of this research
Virtual Furniture: An Augmented Reality Approach is, to create a virtual atmosphere using an Augmented Reality. In
this paper, we discuss about how it will look after placing the furniture in the user’s room. The goal purpose of this
project is to develop an application for trying different furniture items in furniture stores without physically visiting the
furniture store which is very time consuming activity. Due to this application user can analysis virtual furniture and
communicate with 3D virtual furniture data using a dynamic and flexible user interface
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I. INTRODUCTION
In an AR environment the virtual furniture can be defined from the user interface in order to adapt it to the
displayed and customized in real-time on the screen, environment (i.e. viewing distance and size of the room).
allowing the user to have an interactive knowledge with
the virtual furniture in a real-world environment.
Accordingly, this Project wills to presents an augmented
reality system for designing/educating/presenting interior
design projects using overlaid virtual furniture in a
physical environment based on a usual PC home system.
Tracking markers are positioned on the floors or walls to
label the scale and coordinate system of the room. Next,
the user selects virtual furniture on the screen and situates
it in the design space. In the AR scene, the 3D virtual
furniture is included into a real environment and can be set
alongside real furniture.
As the user walks around the room, they take a series of
The three basic ethics of interior design: color, scale, and capture marker images with a digital camera. Then it
proportion within a predetermined space thus, the checks whether the captured marker is equivalent to the
proposed AR system is focused on giving the user the predefined marker. Thereafter, the furniture augmenting
system is ongoing. The system includes functions for
litheness to design using these three basic ethics
managing images, moving and re-sizing and rotating them,
and significant marker properties and threshold values for
manipulating objects. Then can see the piece of (virtual)
furniture on the marker card, however, the user also can
shift an object to the desired pose by moving the marker.

Therefore, in the proposed AR environment, the user is Many AR applications use stiff directions in the marker
capable to adjust the properties of virtual furniture and coordinates. As a result, when looking from an opposite
direction, the object is moved to a deviant direction.
create diverse arrangements in a real environment
In contrast, the planned approach is more natural for user
exploitation as no knowledge is required of the marker
The way of the system is described in the paragraphs. coordinates. First, a virtual chair and meeting table are
First, the user prints out the markers that will be used, assigned as the main samples in the current AR
where the technique and size of the markers can be
experiment. Once the virtual furniture has been set the
II. BASIC CONCEPTS
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user can correct the scale using digital images on the
screen or a manage marker band through a touchable AR
effect. In the AR photos, the user keeps the control marker
outline in their hand as they approach the virtual furniture.
The virtual adjusted slide appears on the control marker
outline, allowing the user to interact with the virtual
furniture through manipulating the control marker band.

Once detected, it then defines both the correct scale and
pose of the camera. This approach is called marker-based
tracking. The system calculates the pose using the
information from the detected marker location.

The basic marker detection process consists of the
following steps:
1. Image acquisition
The proposed Application mechanism as follows:
2. Pre-processing Low level image processing Line
1. The camera captures video of the real world and Sends detection/line fitting Detection of the corners of the
it to the application.
marker.
2. Application searches through each video frame for any 3. Detection of potential markers and reject of obvious
square shapes marker.
non-markers Fast denial of obvious non-markers
Fast acceptance test for potential markers.
4. Identification and decoding of markers
Template identical (template markers) Decoding (data
markers).
5. Computation of the marker poses.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
For implementation, two separate modules were
developed: one for creating and managing the 3D
database, the other for displaying, as show in below figure

3. If a squared marker is found, the application calculates
the position of the camera relative to the black square
marker.
4. Once the location of the camera is known a computer
graphics model is drawn from that same position
5. This model is drawn on top of the video of the real
world and so appears as present on the square marker
6. The final output is 3D virtual object on the real word

First, CAD applications extract information from a
drawing and link it to a database. For the given space,
geometrical information is then extracted from a threedimensional database of furniture. After loading the
geometries, the location and direction of the views for the
user are calculated based on data marker tracking.
Simultaneously, the location- and direction- based
geometry data are transformed using transformation
matrices to produce images that align beside other objects
in the real view. As such, the position tracker and
orientation tracker are key elements of AR systems and the
development AR technology. The properties of the
furniture graphics are saved in a database generated by a
CAD application, e.g. 3DSMax software, while OpenGL
renders the final graphics. Plus, an ARToolKit software
library is used to compute the 3D positions and
orientations of the virtual furniture.

A marker is nothing but sign or image that a computer
IV. CONCLUSION
system can sense from a video stream using image
processing, pattern recognition and computer vision This system will assist buyer who want to buy furniture in
real environment. Customer will used it to determine how
techniques.
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to set up furniture in house. This system proposed the
furniture outline augmented reality application based on
the visual maker-based tracking methods. Customer will
have the literal view that how to set up the office, house
and any space which is required for the used. User can try
out various combinations virtually, without physical
movement of furniture items
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